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Greetings Music Educators!
I am sure most students would concur that
this past semester flew by faster than any other.
With the strike, compressed semester,
assignments, exams, and BUSMEA events it has
definitely proven to be a busy time. I am looking
forward to another semester of productiveness,
synergy, learning, professional development and
fun. There are lots of upcoming BUSMEA events
to aid in this goal!
It is with great enthusiasm that I officially
invite all Brandon University music, education, and
music education students, Conservatory teachers,
University of Manitoba students, Canadian
Mennonite University students, Manitoban music
educators and supervisors, and all others
interested to attend the Da Capo Conference
that is coming up quickly, on Saturday,
January 24, 2009. In the centre of the BUZZ
you will find detailed information on each of the
sessions that will be offered.
I believe that it is important and necessary
to celebrate the success that BUSMEA achieved in
our first semester of the 2008/2009 year.
Congratulations to the executive council, and to
all of our members for taking time to develop
professionally through the events that were

offered this past term. The research series has
opened up our eyes to a substantial world of
reading, writing and discovering many areas of
music education. We were so lucky to have had
the opportunity to spend a Saturday afternoon
with Bill Kristjanson and Cathy McLaren
developing a solid foundation towards building
professional portfolios.
I also wish to thank everyone for the
positive feedback on our first edition of the
BUSMEA BUZZ. We appreciate the support and
responses and encourage them again this time
around!
I wish everyone continued success in the
New Year and new semester!
Until next time,

Chloé Plamondon
BUSMEA President 2008/2009
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AN INSPIRING EXPERIENCE BY JOELLE BOESE & DANIELLE DYER
Every Thursday afternoon seven life skills students from George Fitton School come to the
School of Music for a half hour music class led by ourselves and Kari Henderson. It was started by Dr.
Sheila Scott three years ago because this life skills class was receiving little musical instruction in their
own school. Dr. Scott continues to supervise and provide guidance. Each student that comes has an
individual educational assistant that also participates, and they are accompanied by their teacher, Mrs.
Jean Valcourt. The life skills students have a wide range of developmental disorders and challenges,
including autism spectrum disorder and fetal alcohol syndrome. Although their participation may be
limited, it is not hard to miss the expressions of enjoyment and happiness.

The inspirational George Fitton Class.
Each class begins and ends with the same pieces, which establishes a routine for the students.
Since many of the students we teach are non-verbal, visual aids are used. These include items such as a
small board with pictures that match all of the songs we sing. We use this to give all of the students an
opportunity to pick a favourite song each class. Another visual that we use is books that are songs. We
try to select books that are familiar and books that correspond with the current season or holiday. In
the class, we incorporate movement along with visuals that we have made ourselves. These include
suns, stars, lambs, and stop signs. The students are also given opportunities to play instruments, mainly
drums, to accompany a few songs. Some students still need help keeping a beat but one student has
demonstrated the ability to keep a steady beat on his own and improvise over eight beats with little
assistance.
Being a part of this class has been interesting and rewarding. We have been able to see individual
improvement in each of the students, both socially and musically. Working with these students has
inspired us to strive to provide positive musical experiences to any and all students we encounter in
our future careers.
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MY TEMPO EXPERIENCE: PERSPECTIVES FROM A 2ND YEAR MUSIC EDUCATION STUDENT
BY LEANDRA WILLIAMS

The 2008 TEMPO Conference was my
second TEMPO experience, and I found it very
informational and gratifying. TEMPO is enjoyable
because of the conference’s inviting nature, and it
is a great place to meet other educators, and to
get first hand tips on a variety of topics. After
attending the sessions throughout the day, my
mind explores these different ideas, also promoting
development of my own ideas and
experimentation in general.
As a future music educator, this conference
gets me excited about what I am planning to do in
the future. It not only reinforces the topics taught
in university, but it also introduces new ideas to
work with while preparing to be a music teacher. I
learned a great deal at this conference and I found
that some of the things in the conference would
be more useful to me further down the line.
However, when I reach that point later on, some of
the classes will not be as helpful as they are now,
so it’s important to go every year. Nonetheless,
this conference is a great opportunity to check out
the displays, get innovative and collective ideas, and
meet people that you might encounter later on.
The sessions that I went to mostly focused
on the point that I am now, which included “Fear
Factor: Essential Information” presented by Anna
Penno and Graham Dion, and “Everything They
Never Taught You in College: But it’s OK to Ask”
presented by Marcia Neel. Even though Marcia
Neel’s presentation gives the presence for an
audience that has completed their education, there
was a large number of people there who were still
students. I think we were all there because we
wanted to know what we should get out of
university while the time is right! Marcia Neel
talked about having to be an all-in-one person, and
after graduating as a music educator, you have a
degree that lets you wear a number of hats, such
as being a travel agent, accountant, psychologist,
magician and politician. Neel also asked us to
reflect on ourselves, asking what we should be as
music teachers and how we can “help students
reach their full potential”. By applying all of these
additional occupations, we can assist in making the

experience that students have in the classroom
delightful. Neel went over the specific goals we
should have with our students, such as the ability
to sing, play, improvise, compose, listen, read and
notate. There are many abilities that need to be
achieved through students’ education, but having a
good attitude and developing pride within the
students will help achieve goals and will encourage
students to join music and stick with it!
I went to another one of Marcia Neel’s
presentations which was “Making an Advocate Out
of Your Principal: Ten Things You Can Do Monday”.
Even though I can’t apply these things on Monday, I
found this presentation to be very humorous and
enjoyable. It opened my eyes to what my teachers
have most likely done in the past and the hardships
that others endured as well. Neel had opinions
from principals expressing positive and negative
aspects of the music teachers in their schools, as
well as some ideas they thought their music
teachers could do to improve their music
programs. She also had the responses from music
teachers after asking what they have done to make
an advocate out of their principals. This part of
the presentation was very amusing to me because
of the different ideas presented and the role play
that Neel initiated. This session has really stuck
with me because of the enthusiasm Marcia Neel
incorporated and her amazing tactic she took
putting together the presentation. Even though
this aspect of teaching music won’t come into
effect for a little while, it was a great foundation to
lay down when I get to that point. The things that
I learnt in this presentation will also prepare me to
be aware of this aspect of teaching, and help me
realize what kind of person that I should be for
students when student teaching and thereafter.
“Fear Factor: Essential Information” was a
great presentation because it gave real feedback
from teachers that were fresh into teaching and
considered what they experienced. Anna Penno
and Graham Dion gave a very insightful
presentation on the first few years of their
teaching, focusing on their personal hardships and
how they dealt with these situations. (continued)
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REVIEW AVENUE BY ROBERT HODGINS
It was enjoyable hearing their stories and the
A FINE YOUNG MAN BY MICHAEL GURIAN
presentation showed us their real situations and
Michael Gurian has written this book in
solutions. They helped reinforce what is being
response to his experience helping young boys
taught in university, but they also stressed some
understand themselves while they are growing up.
important facts of university and what was not as
Throughout the book he looks at this delicate
important. In short, all of the things that we learn
subject from several different perspectives including
in university have their place, but in the classroom
biological, evolution, cognitive, religious, and
there are things that are more important than
spiritual. He also frequently alludes to the
others. Penno and Dion stressed that having good
differences of female and male development and
aural skills is important in the classroom, whereas
how they both require different treatment as they
theory wasn’t as useful in practice. The
move through adolescence. After these
presentation was interesting because of the
understandings are presented, he then lays out
different strategies that I had not heard of before
what he feels are three stages of development for
and how they applied what they learnt straight out
the adolescent male as well as ten integrities that
of university and transferred that information into
are essential in any human male's life. These
practice.
understandings from an educational stand point are
The last session that I went to was the “Get
critical as Gurian frequently shows statistics which
Your Body and Mind in Tune” by Amanda Coe,
indicate males in North America are highly at risk
which was a yoga session dealing with relaxation
(more than females) to undergo personal or
and breathing. By concentrating on the breathing
socially degradational activities which hinder their
aspect of music, I found this was an interesting
development greatly.
example of taking details into important
This book was assigned for our
consideration. Incorporating this aspect in the
Adolescence and Development class in the
conference made me think of the finer details
Brandon University education department. There
involved with music and consider how to engage
was a scent of disagreement with what Gurian was
students in thinking this way.
portraying when he compares female and male
It is obvious through this article that there
development. A classmate of mine thought that he
were many different aspects of music education
was discluding females or worse, stating that their
addressed through this conference, and there
development is not as important. After considering
were many other options available throughout the
this thought and rereading that section I realized
day. I was glad that there were options for
my classmate was not understanding what Gurian
beginning as well as seasoned music educators,
was saying. He was saying that males as a whole,
seeing that there is always room to grow. TEMPO
are under nurtured versus females in our society.
is a great conference pooling together music
More attention is payed to female development
educators from around the province to share
than male, because males are more likely to not
experiences, ideas, and encourage growth.
show their despair in obvious ways. Also, little
research has been done on adolescent male development. With that said, reading further, Gurian has
outlined his three stages (and sub stages within) with strategies on how to understand the male
developmental course. He focuses on concepts that are created around “Rights of Passage” and their
implications for development. There is also talk of behavioral indicators, what they mean and what to do
and not do about them. At the end of each stage (chapter) there is a list of accommodations you can do
as a significant figure in the boy's life. These are somewhat centered on vision quests and symbolisms,
sometimes in relation to kinds of religious activities. Being atheist I feel these kinds of spiritual
conjugations may be hurtful to a greater goal for a greater good in society, but according to Gurian's
research they can and do work on creating healthy mentalities within the individual boy's evolving
consciousness/paradigm. (continued)
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Part three of the book is devoted solely to
educating adolescents, girls and boys alike. Issues
and suggestions in the areas of male and female
cognition, sex education, single-sex schools,
pedagogical reform, and media influences are the
main focus of the final pages. Males and females
have different ways of interpreting and
understanding the world due to biological
differences; therefore, Gurian has suggested that
school systems be reformed to better facilitate the
difference. He suggests single-sex schools because
according to new research males get a better
social grounding which better helps them in their
future relationships. Media can be a very harmful,
if not the most harmful “family” as he calls it.
Television can adversely affect the development of
an adolescent boy by changing his motivational
capacities as well as his mental and emotional
capacities. Gurian goes into depth as to why it is
so important as parents and teachers to
understand what the child is experiencing via
television. He has a suggested action plan that
includes journaling viewed programs as well as
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urging parents and educators to make sure that
these future adults are watching a proportionate
amount of television to their age.
Ending the book with part four is a
discussion of Gurian's ten integrity virtues for the
harnessing of the adolescent's “manhood.” This
final area explains these developmental virtues in a
short detail.
To sum up what is read in Gurians book, I
applaud him for taking the
leaps he has in order to
better understand adolescent
male development. I have
learned more than I thought
I would and hope my future
career as a music educator
will benefit from these
preliminary understandings.
This book, I speculate, will
become a frequent reference for use throughout
my career.

WAYNE’S WORD - PRAGMATISM
compiled by Stephanie Dzubinski
defined by Dr. Wayne D. Bowman: A philosophical orientation distinguished by the conviction that the
meaning or truth of a belief lies in the practical consequences of accepting it, and that beliefs/truths
which do not meet this practicality criterion are empty and devoid of value. A pragmatist maintains
that the measure of the validity of any given belief (say, of what music is, or why it is important) is the
difference it makes for action.
defined by the Canadian Oxford Dictionary (1998): 1. a pragmatic attitude or procedure. 2. a
philosophy that evaluates assertions solely by their practical consequences and bearing on human
interests.
Come and Hang Out!
Friday, January 23rd from 8:00 p.m. ‘til 10:00 p.m.
BU QEII Music Building Student Lounge
BUSMEA will be hosting a meet and greet with games and snacks the night
before Da Capo.
All Work and No Play is No Fun so Come On Out!
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Election Information
Would you like to be a part of the 2009/2010
BUSMEA Executive Council?
We are looking for dynamic and motivated Music
Education Students to join our council and help to
plan, organize and run events, write for the
BUSMEA Buzz and share opinions and thoughts
during weekly meetings! Pick up a nomination
form in the office and fill out by Friday, February
20th if you are interested.
The positions you could run for and the duties
included are as follows:
President
Anticipate problems
Delegate and assign tasks
Prepare agendas and run weekly meetings in
accordance to a yearly plan for BUSMEA
Vice-President
Assists the President
Assists all other positions when needed
Corresponding Secretary
Make contact with surrounding universities,
Westman and Winnipeg music directors and
supervisors
Takes care of all technological aspects
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Secretary/Treasurer
Records and Circulates minutes from every
meeting
Pay bills and keep track of finances
Manages budgeting for the year
Events Coordinator
Plan events:
Design Ice Breaker games for Friday night of Da
Capo
Coordinate Research Series and/or other
workshops!
Etc…
Fundraising Chair
Organize the “BUSMEA Bling” Committee
Plan fundraisers for the year to raise money for
Da Capo, BUSMEA Buzz, and other events
throughout the year!
Student Representative (x2)
Updates the Website
Complete various tasks as needed
Represents all BUSMEA members

Questions? Contact Dr. McCallum at
mccallumw@brandonu.ca

TEMPO FROM A FUTURE EARLY YEARS MUSIC EDUCATOR’S PERSPECTIVE BY KARI HENDERSON
TEMPO. It is a chance for
no luck. This year, however, I saw a was unclear how these things
music educators from all over
lot of good possibilities!
would be helpful. We received a
Manitoba to get together and learn
We decided that the first
pretty useful handout from the
more about their professions,
session we would go to would be
session.
whether it is from each other or
‘Musical Theatre 101’ with Sandra
The next session we went
from the sessions offered. We, as
Benum. We figured that we would to was called ‘Fear Factor: Essential
student music educators, look
all be doing musicals at some point Information’ with Anna Penno and
forward to the opportunity to
in our lives, so this would be
Graham Dion as the clinicians.
compile as much information as
helpful! Five minutes into the
This was extremely helpful,
possible to use when we go
session, we regretted that excited especially since it was coming from
student teaching or, if we are
decision. While the students who people who had recently been in
graduating, to use when we get
did demonstrations in the session our positions. Their tips were
our new jobs! As an elementarywere inspiring and the hand-out
practical and easy to remember.
stream music educator, I look
we were given was useful, that was Tips as simple as, “Teach
forward to learning new ways of
about it in terms of being any help fundamentals. Re-teach
teaching. I usually look at the
for our future endeavors in musical fundamentals. Then teach them
schedule and try to find
theatre. We viewed some photos, again.” were given to us. This
elementary sessions that are
and one of the clinician’s students session helped calm the fears that
different from the typical Orff and taught us the cha-cha to a fairly
come with thought (continued)
Kodaly methods, and usually have
risqué Marc Anthony song, but it
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about getting jobs and about surviving in the ‘real world’ when we complete our educations.
The third and final session we attended was ‘Get Your Body and Mind in Tune’ with Amanda Coe.
This was a session that we thought would be helpful with working on proper posture and activities to
help students wind down, which is extremely important with elementary school students! The stretches
and breathing exercises we learned were so relaxing and many a music educator fell asleep from them.
The stretches were mainly for instrumentalists who practice for hours at a time, but we discovered that
they would also be useful for relaxation and stretching. The breathing tips she gave would help with
teaching students to breath properly for singing.
Overall, except for the first session, TEMPO was a success! As an early year’s music educator, I
am constantly looking for new ideas and found many at TEMPO this year. It is nice to know that the
people who put TEMPO on believe that there is more to elementary school music education than just
Orff and Kodaly. Don’t get me wrong, these are both extremely useful methods in the classroom, but
new ideas are always welcome and help us teach to all different types of learners. The variety of
different session offered was amazing and I look forward to going again next year!
EDUCATIONAL INGENUITY: A SECOND YEAR’S EXPERIENCE AT TEMPO BY JARRETT FULLER
This was my first experience at TEMPO,
well as many other jobs, not just teaching. This was
and I thought it was a pretty good one. The first
a real wake up call to me to show just how
session I went to was, Eight Keys to Band Festival dedicated those great music teachers are to their
Success by Dr. Clinton Marshall. He was a very
students. The amazing thing is that teachers also
interesting speaker who was a bit opinionated and have to have a social life; it is astounding how these
whose favourite quote was, “tone always wins”. He teachers can keep it all together. For being in only
said this because he took a survey of adjudicators second year of university, it seems like it will be an
and looked for what they thought was the biggest immense mountain to climb.
problem in school bands. The winner of this survey
This conference is not only about the
was the lack of characteristic tone quality. He went sessions, it is also about making connections and
on to give many examples of how to fix this such finding the tools you need to become a band
as problems with the instrument itself to the
teacher. All of the band teachers from Manitoba
student not putting enough air into the
are there, as well as all of the upcoming teachers
instrument. In the afternoon I went to the second from their respective universities such as Brandon
half of this clinic where these ways to fix tone
University, the University of Manitoba, the
problems were put to use when he guest
University of Saskatchewan, and probably more.
conducted a school band. I was amazed to see
With so many people and representatives, this is
how much of a difference he could make with
the best way to get your foot in the door if you
these students when these solutions were put to
are looking for a teaching job in Manitoba.
use. Simply by putting an image of a vacuum into a Whatever you do don’t be shy or opportunities
student’s mind can change their mindset. The
may pass you by. A meeting of this many band
students took more air in and had a much better
teachers and students only happens once a year, so
sound instantly.
make the most of it. The displays are also
The most interesting session that I went to interesting places to visit; they have spaces for
was, Everything They Never Taught You in College: each university as well as representatives from
But It’s Okay to Ask. This session was done by
stores – Quest Musique, St. John’s, and Long and
Marcia M. Neel. The main thing that I took away
McQuade to name but a few.
from this session was how many jobs a teacher
Overall this was a great experience for
actually has. They have to be an accountant to keep anyone who was a music teacher or wanted to
track of money, politician to get funding, travel
become one. Everyone learnt at least one new
agent to arrange trips for the band, psychologist
thing from this, and I look forward to going next
for students that divulge information to them as
year to learn even more.
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THE CLARINET: SIX SIMPLE STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS BY DR. CATHERINE WOOD
Err Support: The Path of
deeply into clarinet acoustics) as of the time, while more advanced
Least Resistance
it demystifies the seemingly
students may only experience
Proper clarinet sound
random fingering patterns of the this at quieter dynamic levels.
production requires fast, “cold”
altissimo register and explains
The undertone may be caused by
air with consistent support.
why the clarinet does not
insufficient air speed, low tongue
Unfortunately, whether they
overblow an octave like other
position, excessive lower lip
realize it or not, many students
wind instruments. Register slurs pressure or a register key that
adjust their air speed for every
are an excellent exercise, not
opens too much. Once air speed
note and lean against the
only for understanding how the and tongue height have been
resistance (which varies for each clarinet works and the
assessed and ruled out, the
note), rather than using and
connections between the
register key can be tested by
maintaining consistent air
registers but also as a tool to get inserting a small piece of folded
support. Students can become
beginners into the altissimo
paper between the clarinet and
quite good at this and it may not range early on in their studies.
the base of the key (where the
be apparent to most ears. A
Although this exercise can be
cork should be and on the other
great trick to test air support is used right from the lowest E, I
side of where the thumb
to turn the mouthpiece around
will start with A3 as it is the
presses). Vary the number of
so that the student can “be the
lowest note that can be used to folds to alter the thickness of the
air” and you can “be the
easily produce two upper
paper. If the presence of the
fingers” (I have them hold the
partials. The slur exercise should paper helps these notes to speak
barrel so that they can control
be done in one breath with fast, then the cork thickness can be
the amount of mouthpiece) and well-supported air and with a
changed for a permanent
then you play/finger a few notes. strong sound. Start on an A3, add solution. Often the grunt can be
Hold a B4 and when they least
the register key (E5) and finally
eliminated simply by having the
suspect it go suddenly to a G4.
lift the left-hand index finger
student use the left-hand thumb
The B4 is a very resistant note
(C#6). Repeat this exercise,
to push the clarinet into the top
(all fingers down) while G4, or
starting a half-step higher (B4)
teeth (push teeth forward) thus
“open G” has very little
and gradually ascend using
reducing the pressure on the
resistance (no fingers down), if
chromatic fingerings until your
bottom lip.
they rely on the resistance
fundamental note is D#4.
The “grunt” can be
rather than supporting properly, Register slurs are beneficial for
viewed as an opportunity to
the G will either pop out loudly, all ability levels, from beginning
discuss voicing and harmonics
or better yet, squawk! If they are clarinettists to professionals.
and introduce multiphonics
supporting consistently the B will
rather than merely be seen as
move smoothly to the G.
Understanding the
another clarinet problem. Have
Undertone and Embracing the student play a C6 and
Clarinettists: Partially
Multiphonics
encourage them to produce a
Odd and Often
“Grunts” or undertones grunt and to “bring it out” of the
Misunderstood
are a common problem for
multiphonic texture and then
The clarinet, unlike other clarinettists, especially in the G5- eliminate it from the sound.
wind instruments, only plays the C6 range. Often when a student Once they are able to bring it
odd numbered partials in the
tries to play a note in this range out the different pitches in the
harmonic series. This is
they will get a “grunt” in the
multiphonic they will have
important to note and explain to tone, that is, a lower partial/
greater control over all the
students (for younger students
harmonic. For less experienced
registers. This is also a great way
you may not want to delve too
players this may be present much to introduce extended
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techniques and expand a young
player’s horizons.

way to demonstrate clarinet
tongue position. The tongue
position for clarinettists is high in
Double-Lip Embouchure:
the back, often described as
Boot Camp for the Single- being anchored between the
Lip
back molars, and slightly
Although most
forward. This position facilitates a
clarinettists play with a single-lip smooth transition for the air
embouchure (myself included),
stream from the lungs through
there are many benefits for using the oral cavity and into the
double-lip as part of warm-up.
clarinet. Low tongue position will
The upper lip muscles are
affect the air speed, pitch and
underdeveloped in most clarinet tone. Hissing (hheee) raises the
embouchures; this promotes
tongue in the back and brings
“biting” or excessive bottom lip the peak of the slope slightly
pressure to compensate. Biting
forward.
has a negative impact on tone
Squeaks and chirps, on
(tight, pinched) and inhibits the
the other hand, indicate a
reed vibration and response. A
problem. Although squeaks are a
mere ten minutes a day of
common occurrence among
double-lip playing can make a
beginners, they should not be
huge difference in a person’s
ignored as they are aural
tone, ability to make legato
indicators of another underlying
connections and even reduce
issue. Students should be
finger and grip tension. I
reassured that a squeak is just a
recommend starting with a
really high note and nothing to
single-lip embouchure and then
be ashamed of. If they are
lifting the upper teeth away from embarrassed or fear the squeak
the mouthpiece while bringing
it will only compound the
the upper lip down towards the problem, and may make it
mouthpiece. It is often helpful to difficult to diagnose the real
rest the clarinet on the knees
issue as tension is one of the
(otherwise not advisable) during causes of squeaking. Squeaks are
this process. After only ten
often the result of: a hand
minutes there will be substantial position or finger issue (a hole is
muscle fatigue; this is normal.
not covered); “biting” or tension
However, if there is any
in the bottom lip or a general
discomfort from pinching then
lack of embouchure; an
the double-lip is not being used
equipment problem (chirps are
thus defeating the purpose of
usually a reed issue); or a
this exercise (stop immediately
combination of any of the above.
and try to reassess the
embouchure formation).
Sound Advice
Most woodwind guides
Squeak! Chirp! Hiss!
for educators use visual
The feline hiss is the
descriptions and pictures to
purr-fect (sorry, I couldn’t resist) teach the fundamentals of
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clarinet and clarinet playing.
While this is important, and
certainly helpful, it can be
misleading or even an obstacle in
the path to great clarinet playing
and teaching. Music is an aural
art; sound should always be our
focus. Students come in all
shapes and sizes and are not
perfectly symmetrical. They may
not be able to achieve the
“textbook embouchure” due to
dental issues, lip size, etc…
Pictures, visual descriptions and
the concern that the student
looks the right way can distract
the focus off of the sound, which
is often a best method for
diagnosing a problem and a
means to fix it. It is essential the
educator have a good sound
concept so that they are able to
hear when their student is
articulating properly, has fluid
technique, good hand position
and posture, supported sound,
adequate air speed, well-formed
and developed embouchure, and
all the other necessary
foundations. The teacher must
not only be able to describe and
distinguish a good clarinet sound
but must also be able to
demonstrate it. The best way to
develop a good concept of sound
is to listen. Listening to great
clarinet artists of the past and
present (Sabine Meyer, Larry
Combs, Daniel Bonade, Ricardo
Morales and hundreds more) will
help students and educators in
the development of beautiful
clarinet tone. The answer to all
the challenges clarinetists
encounter can be found in the
sound.
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DA CAPO CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
January 24th, 2009, BU QEII Music Building
Registration 8:30 a.m. – 9:15 a.m, Lobby

*Coffee and refreshments will be provided throughout the day*

KEYNOTE ADDRESS 9:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Room 1-57
Dr. Wayne Bowman – Professionalism

Session One 10:40 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Kevin Doell – Getting Beginners to Sound Their Best
Room L-04
Ever wonder how to get beginning band students to sound like they are not beginners? This session will focus on how to
develop a system within your band room that will produce good tone with young players.

-ORSheila Scott – A Year at a Glance: Decision Points for Planning
Student Lounge

Course participants will be presented with an overview of the decision points an elementary music specialist must consider
when developing yearly plans. This session will include a hands-on activity in which students apply these decision points in
conjunction with the Manitoba Arts Curriculum – Music Stream. Participants are encouraged to bring a copy of this
curriculum as well as pens or markers in a variety of colors.

Session Two 11:40 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Brent Campbell – On the Road with Sixty Teenagers: What was I Thinking?
Room 1-57
Planning travel with an ensemble can be a daunting task, but this session will provide ideas on how to have a successful trip.

-ORCorah Enns – The Tao of Grading: From Guidelines to Practice
Room L-04

A practical approach to de-mystifying the Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth document, Communicating Student
Learning: Guidelines for Schools 2008. This session explores one method of developing assessment/reporting tools.

-ORGreg Gatien – Improvisation for Everyone
Student Lounge
Catered Lunch 12:30 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Room 1-20

Soup and Sandwiches provided by Clemmensen’s Movies and More Deli and Bakery

NEW TEACHER ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 1-57
Janelle Badiou, Graydon Cramer, Corah Enns, Eric Skoglund, Alissa Watson
Session Three 2:40 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Kevin Doell – Get to the Music by Getting through the Paper Work
Room 2-02
Kevin will share insight from an Administrator’s point of view and will provide suggestions on how to get through the
business part of your job efficiently and positively. Examples will include trip planning to budget proposals. This session will
also focus on working positively with School Administration, Upper Administration, Parent Groups, and fellow staff.

-OR-
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Michelle Chyzyk – Teaching Curriculum Content Through Repertoire
Room 1-20
Using her high school choir’s current folder, Michelle will explore how to incorporate curriculum into the choir rehearsal.

-ORMichael Cain – Jazz Styles
Room L-04

This will be a discussion of the rhythmic languages that are the underpinning of the various styles of Jazz. We will discuss the
concept of calve in African, Cuban, and African-American music styles, and how clave has evolved. We will also discuss
recent developments and techniques in rhythmic language, and how we might integrate some of those ideas into our own
practice.

Session Four 3:40 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Jacquie Dawson – Building Community through Music Education
Room 1-57
This session will focus on how to cultivate and sustain a strong sense of community in the school music program. Emphasis
on student leadership, citizenship, peer mentorship, student relations and empathy will be the basis of the discussion.
Practical ideas on how to strengthen community in school music programs will be explored. This session will examine the
close relationship between community, student citizenship and excellence in music education.

-ORMichelle Chyzyk – Choral Music with Care, Colour, Communication & Charisma
Room 1-20

Calling on her range of experiences, this session will see Michelle treating on the visual aspect of choral performance.

-ORMichael Cain – Digital Playgrounds: Music, Education, Technology and Culture
Room L-04

This session will involve discussion of current pedagogical techniques and possibilities for music education in grades k-12.

Session Five 4:40 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Wendy McCallum – Conducting FUNdamentals
Room 1-20
This session is a review of the basic aspects of conducting that ensure clarity and efficiency through gestural communication.

-ORSheelagh Chadwick – General Music for High School
Room 2-02

This session is designed to provide practical ideas for those teachers interested in offering music to non-specialist high
school students or those who would like to add variety to their band/choral programs.

-ORSheila Scott – From Soundscapes to Songs: Children as Composers
Room 1-43

Participants will employ a number of approaches for integrating composition into the general elementary music curriculum
as well as strategies for integrating music and language arts. This is a ‘hands on’ workshop in which participants become
composers.

CLOSING SESSION & CONFERENCE EVALUATION 5:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Room 1-20
BUSMEA Council
Dr. Michael Kim - Dean of the School of Music
Wendy McCallum - BUSMEA Faculty Advisor
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IN CONVERSATION WITH RALPH ALESSI BY JASON BERNSTEIN
On December 4th, a room full of jazz fans and aficionados
and I got to witness something that I'm sure we would all agree was
as rare an opportunity for Brandonites as hen’s teeth. New York
trumpeter, Ralph Alessi performed with his project, This Against That,
at the Music Studio on Rosser Avenue. This sold-out audience was
both in awe of the enormous talent and at ease with the beauty of
the musical moment unfolding before it. The whole band was
incredible with Andy Milne on piano, Mark Ferber on Drums, Tony
Malaby on Tenor Saxophone, and Drew Gress (who many of you
heard playing with Ravi Coltrane at this year's Winnipeg Jazz Festival)
on bass. Although I wouldn't claim to know the music of any of
Ralph's band members, I have definitely been inspired by this one
brilliant night of music to track down some of their solo recordings.
Throughout the whole evening, I found two streams ran
consistently. First, I discovered my inability to discriminate the
improvisations from the compositions; secondly the peace,
acceptance and love that they played with for every moment of their
performance. I think the latter was actually more of an epiphany than
the former and during the Q & A between sets Ralph actually
compared their collective improvisations to "playing" quite literally
like kids play. Answering a question from the audience regarding the
crazy stuff that Mark and Drew play behind the soloists, Andy and
Tony talked about the importance of having faith, and trusting your
ears and instincts; and how there are times when defining what you
hear can actually limit you more than just hearing it and going with
it.
I was very lucky to get an interview with Ralph Alessi after
the concert, and he imparted some real pearls of musical wisdom. I
hope you enjoy!

JANUARY 12, 2009

Calendar
BUSMEA Upcoming Events
January 24, 2009

Da Capo Conference
8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
BU QEII Music Building
February 3, 2009

Research Series #2
Evening
BU QEII Music Building
February 13, 2009

Fall in Love with Student Model
Instruments & Music Teacher
Resource Room
with Trish Howe of Long & McQuade
1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
The Board Room
BU QEII Music Building
February 20, 2009

Final Day to Hand in Nominations for
BUSMEA Council 2009/2010
BU QEII Music Building Office
February 26 & February 27 2009

BUSMEA Election
for 2009/2010 Council
Lobby of the BU QEII Music Building
March 6, 2009

BUSMEA Recital
8:00 p.m.
Refreshments to follow
Lorne Watson Recital Hall
BU QEII Music Building

Jason: You've sort of answered some of these [questions] during the
Q & A but anyway...How influential was your time at CalArts in
shaping your view of music?
Ralph: Extremely! First of all, I never thought of myself as a
composer, but when I got there, people like Michael Cain and other
students were writing all this great music and they kind of opened
those doors and I thought well, I guess I can maybe try and do this
as well... and then the whole idea of being an artist, that was
something I never really thought about. Prior to that I was more of a

Ralph Alessi’s latest release.
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musician [than an artist]. I liked
to be creative, but I didn't
necessarily think of myself as an
artistic being. A big part of the
experience there is just being
surrounded by very creative
people and teachers that talk
about the creative process...it
fundamentally changed me. Who
knows? I could have ended up
being a Republican...You know,
it's very possible. It really was
the place I was looking for. I
didn't know it really, but there
are different reasons why I went
to school there; It was my third
school in three years and it was
the right fit for me.

similar process, do you see there R: ...and that's why I do it and
being a greater role in society.
that' s why I play with musicians
like the ones I played with
R: Can you be more specific?
tonight. They embrace that idea
that this is a moment in time and
to not be afraid of that, and to
J: hmm...Your music, do you
go through that experience
believe that there is a certain
together and hopefully make
role that it plays in society
whereby it tries to communicate good music out of it.
something outwardly? You know,
J: Okay, cool. I read in an
trying to bring about certain
kinds of changes or anything like interview with you...that Steve
that, or do you just do it and let Coleman was one of your major
influences and teachers, do you
it be what it is?
think maybe you could
summarize some of the lessons
R: I think I do it, but I guess I
have time to reflect on why I do that you learned from him? Is
it and why I think it's important. I that possible to do?
don't do it for that reason, I do it
J: Were the two others music
just because I enjoy doing it. But R: Sure...I guess first and
schools?
after doing it for many years, I do foremost, he's a master musician
think it's important. I mean so
and that's undeniable. And I think
R: Yeah, but I was more of a
much of what improvisers are
just being around him and also in
classical player, then I got to
trying to do - you're trying to
addition to him just talking about
CalArts and there was this
crystalize a moment in time,
music. It was the inspiration of
community of really talented
where you're trying to make
trying to follow in those tracks.
young musicians who were very music together - I think it's a
Not that I consider myself on
creative and very excited about really unique thing. It's really
that level in any way shape or
music. I was also excited about
different than composing and
form, but certainly it was a
music, but I never thought that I obviously, than just reading
lesson that this is why it's
would do it. I always thought that notated music. Obviously it's
important to try and be as
I was just going to be someone
closer to composition, but I think strong a musician as possible and
who played music and enjoyed
a certain type of
maybe these are the ways that
listening to music but, I wasn't
improvisation...mirrors a certain you can do it. Because there's
sure that I could really do it on a aspect of living life, of the
nothing he can't do. He's really
higher level. So, it gave me that
uncertainty of things and how
an absolutely complete musician
confidence and I had enough
everyone has certain situations
and complete improviser. He has
experiences there where it was in their lives that manifest in
that incredible balance of being
affirming that I should pursue
different ways. And there are
really quite knowledgeable about
this.
ways to deal with those
the music, using his brain and his
moments. You know? I don't
creativity; but also having
J: In the grand scheme of things, know if that makes any sense [to amazing intuition. He has
what do you see as the role of
you].
amazing ears and...I guess one of
improvised music and the type of
the lessons was taking
stuff that you do? I know there
J: Yeah...it does
responsibility. And this is
are a lot of people involved in a
something that I really try to
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impart to my students as well, that when you
practice as an improviser, bring something to the
stage. Don't rely on the other musicians. You have
the responsibilities of learning the music. You have
the responsibilities of internalizing the different
aspects to being an improviser whether it's an
inner sense of pulse, knowledge of harmony, the
ability to hear harmony, the ability to hear forms;
all these types of things. And in addition to that, I
also learned things about leading a band from him
as well. He didn't really say a whole lot in terms of
directing a band, and when you went on stage, you
got nothing from him. He really forced you to take
responsibility. He wasn't going to ask you to do
things...and at first, that was frustrating not
knowing how to deal with that, but then I
understood that he was trying to create this open
environment conducive for improvisation. But that
entailed people stepping foreword when there
were moments so, I guess that would be the
biggest thing; just personal responsibility..In
addition to being influenced by just his music, his
musicianship, his compositions, all those types of
things.

JANUARY 12, 2009
doing it. It's outside of your body and you’re pulling
it in. It's the same thing with rhythm and time.You
use a metronome or a computer sequence or
playing with a record as an external pulse to pull
that in and enhance your internal pulse. So that's
the reason to practice. The reason to practice is
to, again, pull these things into your body. And
getting back to Steve Coleman, it was so clear that
he had [done that]. He didn't need a band, he
could just play by himself and he had all the
aspects of the music, it was just flowing through
his body. He had the pulse, the rhythm, the
understanding of hearing a form or hearing
harmonies and also being able to put forth those
things too.
J: Just one last question. Do you see a benefit to
teaching improvisation and free playing at very
early stages of learning? For instance, teaching a
kid who's just learning his instrument, or in a high
school setting.

R: The earlier the better...absolutely! Because I
think that if you start with all that information, you
can actually set the table to have many years of
J:You were talking about the practical things like
frustration of trying to negotiate all that
hearing harmony and developing rhythm and time. information, so you're not coming from a place of
What sort of tips would give for developing the
feeling like, you know "it's okay to experiment, it's
ability to hear harmony, [and to]develop stronger okay to play, not from a place of rules". I really
rhythm.
whole heartedly believe that that's the way to
start. In Michael Cain's charter school project,
R: Ultimately it has to come from hearing. So,
where he would have young kids just making
everything you do, should be a process of trying to music, and the focal part of that program wasn't
hear more and more.You know the cognitive
necessarily learning how to play music through
understanding of harmony and all those types of
reading charts and things like that. It just came
things should help you hear more. So, if I'm
from playing what you hear and making
studying a piece of music, then I'm trying to get it music...that's the way to start. All those rules and
into my ears. If it's not in my ears, then I'm not
all of that information, that can just come later.
feeling it. So the whole thing is to get to a point
where you feel things, and then that frees you up. J: Thanks so much
Then you're freely improvising. So with harmony
and with rhythm, everything is just going through a R: Okay!
process of internalization. If there's a set of
harmonies that you're learning and you're not
hearing it, it's just studying it and the repetition of
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BUSMEA is introducing something new this winter: clothing!
Anyone, member or not is welcome to place an order for clothing
featuring our new BUSMEA logo, seen below. The menu of styles to choose
from includes the basic t-shirt, zippered hooded sweatshirts, pullover hooded
sweatshirts, sweatpants and yoga pants. Each of these items is available in many
colours with the opportunity for personalization. The cost of each item is
different and there is a cost associated with personalization. For colour
swatches and a complete order form, please visit the BU School of Music Office
or e-mail the council directly at BUSMEA@brandonu.ca.
All orders must be placed by submission
of form and payment to BUSMEA care of the
School of Music Office by January 30 by 4:00
p.m.
BUSMEA wishes to thank the Brandon
University Music Students organization for
their initiative and assistance in putting this
order together.
BUILDING BRIDGES: THE CENTER FOR OPERA IN SULMONA, ITALY (C.O.S.I) BY ANNA JARDINE
C.O.S.I. is a new summer opera program
a string quartet that worked alongside the singers
which takes place in Sulmona, Italy. Internationally and pianists doing concerts and performances
renowned faculty in operatic performance, voice
throughout the summer, leading up to the opera. I
and piano teaching and coaching, dramatic
asked a few of them what they thought about the
coaching, bodywork, and lyric Italian converge with experience and they all had very positive things to
advanced singers and pianists to create a high level say about the caliber of musicians and teachers
of performance in the traditional grandeur of
they were fortunate to work with. (continued)
Italian performance venues. Since its beginnings in
the summer of 2007, it has been organized by
Darryl Edwards, Associate Professor of Voice at
the University of Toronto, who is the Artistic
Director. He organizes the top musicians and
professors in North America to go to Italy to
coach rising-star, student musicians in order to put
on a full opera production at the end of the
program.
Some of our very own from the Brandon
University School of Music participated in C.O.S.I.
in 2007 and 2008 including Dani Sametz, Hillary
Sametz, Riley McIntyre, SeHee Kim, Carole
Bestvater and Elizabeth Massi. They participated as

The quartet in action, summer 2008. From left to right:
Carole Bestvater, Riley McIntyre, Elizabeth Massi, SeHee Kim.
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“Even though C.O.S.I.
“One of the most
For
more
information
on
C.O.S.I.,
is not primarily a strings
beneficial aspects of the
please visit the website at
program, I still felt that I
whole experience was it really
http://www.co-si.com/sulmona.php
learned a lot about
gave you a taste of what the
performing in the Italian style.
life of a professional musician
We worked with a singer named Brian McIntosh
would be like. We learned how to deal with
who taught us to play in a more Italian way, which venues, arts administration, how to learn our
included playing off each other, lots of give and
music quickly and efficiently and we observed the
take, and going wherever the singer goes!” –
advertising process. It was a really great intro to
Carole Bestvater
the amount of preparation it takes to be a
“The immersion in the culture was as great professional performer.” – Carole Bestvater
as the coaching for me. The majority of the
Though C.O.S.I. is primarily an opera
concerts we played were outside and informal.
program, there have also been opportunities for
Every town has a piazza, which is a common area, string quartets, wind quintets and brass quintets in
where they have markets and things and we played the past. However, this year the program is
a lot of our concerts there.” – SeHee Kim
focusing solely on collaborative piano and voice.
“It was a great opportunity to gain insight Because the program is so new, there are definitely
on how to work with different personalities. We
some kinks that are being ironed out, but this
worked with a wide variety of people as both
program is a great opportunity to get some
coaches and colleagues. Sometimes it was
practice in the audition process and potentially
challenging, but after the performances we really
work with some of the best musicians and
felt like a team and all ate delicious gelato in
teachers in the world.
celebration at the end!” – Dani Sametz
Music education comes in many diverse
“It is one of the best, if not the best,
shapes and forms. To teach is not only to teach
summer programs for singers and collaborative
others, but to also teach one’s self. As students of
pianists in the world. Most of the people that get
music education, it is important to recognize that
in are either in between their undergrad and their whether we are professionals coaching upcoming
masters or masters’ students. It is definitely good musicians, teachers in the schools, private teachers
practice to go through the audition process and a or our own teachers, we are all music educators.
goal to aspire to.” – Riley McIntyre

SPECIAL FEATURE: CONSTRUCTING A PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY
BY JENNIFER SHEAD
I began writing my Personal Philosophy of Teaching by using the method suggested to us
in Pro Teacher. I used a chart with three columns: the first column was used to describe the
personal experiences I had that had an impact on me as both a learner and a person in both
formal and informal education in my life. The second column was used to translate these
meaningful personal experiences into ways I would try to create a similar environment in my
own classroom if the experience I chose had been a positive one, or a different environment I
would like to create if the experience in question had been a negative one. The third column
in this chart was used to turn these experiences and examples into statements beginning with
“I believe…” which ultimately became the eight statements listed at the beginning of my
Personal Philosophy. The second part of my Personal Philosophy is a combination of an
explanation of why I included these eight specific statements in my mission statement, as well
as a rationale for how these statements shape my attitudes towards my own future teaching.
(continued)
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Personal Philosophy of Teaching
I believe every student deserves to have his or her individual successes recognized because all
students have the ability to be successful.
I believe that teachers must help all students on an individual level because all students progress at
their own rate, and need personal feedback to achieve success.
I believe that all students are equals in the classroom, and deserve to be treated as such.
I believe that students learn best when they are interested in the ideas and topics they are being
taught, and teachers should try to incorporate as many student interests into their teaching as possible.
I believe that student learning is not based solely on providing all of the correct answers; all
students can improve and learn from their mistakes, and they deserve second chances.
I believe that there is a time and a place for being a strict teacher, as well as there is a time and a
place for teaching in a more relaxed manner.
I believe that teachers and students all deserve respect in a classroom, and that respect must be
mutual for the classroom to function optimally.
I believe that all students should be given leadership opportunities in the classroom should they
choose to pursue them, so that they can develop leadership skills that will be of use to them when they are
finished school.
These statements are all representative of values that I believe are important in teaching. Many
meanings may be drawn from these statements because they are all fairly vague, and there are a variety of
situations in a classroom where multiple statements could theoretically be applied. The statements I have
selected are important to me because they are all based on meaningful experiences I had throughout my
years as a student, and cover a wide range of necessities I therefore believe are required for successful
student learning in a classroom. One of the main focal points of my set of statements is the concept of
teaching students as individuals. Students are all unique, and have their own personal strengths and
weaknesses. I think I personally learned best as a student when I was being taught as an individual and my
personal needs were being met in the classroom. For example, the statements I chose that relate to
teaching students as individuals include: recognizing individual students’ successes, helping all students and
working with them one-on-one as much as possible, respecting students to in turn earn their respect, and
providing leadership opportunities for students should they choose to take them. Since I have not had
much formal teaching experience in a classroom setting, the statements I have selected obviously cannot
be based solely or even mainly on my experiences as a teacher. Instead, these statements have been based
on my experiences as a student, and through my personal philosophy of teaching I hope to bring as many
positive experiences to my students’ school careers as the experiences I based my philosophy on brought
to mine.
These statements form the basis for my attitudes toward my own future teaching practice because I
want my students to experience the same kind of meaningful learning that I experienced while in grade
school. The statements I have selected are significant to teaching all students, no matter who those
students are. These statements may be uniquely applied to any student, and I believe that it is important
for a personal philosophy of teaching to contain statements or goals that may be reshaped and are not
absolute. No two students are alike, and the statements I have chosen are important because they apply to
all students at their most basic level, but the statements may also be adapted to fit an infinite number of
more specific, refined beliefs about teaching. By thinking about my beliefs about teaching while beginning
my own teaching practice, I am confident that I will be able to establish clear guidelines for myself regarding
the ways I will run my classroom. While these guidelines may be broad and fairly general when I begin
teaching, I know that with time they will become clearer and more specific, and will also most likely
change. A personal philosophy of teaching may govern the way I teach, but my experiences in the
classroom as a teacher will also begin to shape my personal philosophy of teaching.
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Personal Experience

Creating Your Own Teaching Environment

Mission Statement/Personal Philosophy

- Receiving rewards such
as stickers in flute lessons
for making
accomplishments (playing
pieces well, etc.).

- Positively reinforce individual students’
successes (ex. grades, positive comments)
so they can recognize their own success.

I believe every student deserves to have
his or her individual successes
recognized because all students have the
ability to be successful.

- Having one-on-one time
with grade 12 English
teacher to help with
writing papers, no matter
how big or small the
assignment.

- Pay attention to individual students’
needs/help them more personally so they
all receive attention.

I believe that teachers must help all
students on an individual level because
all students progress at their own rate,
and need personal feedback to achieve
success.

- Being punished for
misbehaving in elementary
school; upsetting at the
time but important in
retrospect.

- Treat all students equally, don’t play
favourites, reward successes of all students,
not just a privileged few.

I believe that all students are equals in
the classroom, and deserve to be
treated as such.

- Music teacher changing
curriculum in elementary
school to incorporate
Mozart because we were
interested in learning
about him.

-Listen to the students, try to incorporate
as many of their interests as possible to
keep them interested and focused.

I believe that students learn best when
they are interested in the ideas and
topics they are being taught, and
teachers should try to incorporate as
many student interests into their
teaching as possible.

- Kindergarten teacher
always had a positive
attitude, we were never
scolded for being wrong,
she simply suggested ways
we might improve.

- Don’t punish students for being incorrect;
instead, help them improve so they can
accomplish their goals.

I believe that student learning is not
based solely on providing all of the
correct answers; all students can
improve and learn from their mistakes,
and they deserve second chances.

- Balance between being
casual and strict (at
home, in flute lessons, in
the classroom, at any age).

- Have multiple personalities in the
classroom, be versatile: strict when needed,
more relaxed at other times.

I believe that there is a time and a place
for being a strict teacher, as well as there
is a time and a place for teaching in a
more relaxed manner.

- Taught to respect others
(giving “put ups” and “put
downs” in grade 3), which
in turn earns their
respect.

- Don’t allow disrespectful behaviour to
occur in the classroom, between students
or towards the teacher; respect them and
earn their respect.

I believe that teachers and students all
deserve respect in a classroom, and that
respect must be mutual for the
classroom to function optimally.

- Being invited to join
student council, serving on
various school
committees, flute section
leader: all leadership
opportunities.

- Allow students to reach out and take on
leadership roles if they want them to
enhance their own learning and school
experiences.

I believe that all students should be given
leadership opportunities in the
classroom should they choose to pursue
them, so that they can develop
leadership skills that will be of use to
them when they are finished school.
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Registration
Da Capo Conference 2009
Full Name: _________________________________________________________________
Affiliation: _________________________________________________________________
Email:______________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ____________________________________________________________
Area(s) of Specialty:
Elementary
Choral
Instrumental
Other

I will be joining everyone for lunch. (additional cost of $8)
I would like to be added to the BUSMEA email list so that I will receive details
about upcoming events.
If you are interested in the instrumental stream, please bring your instrument
for the first session.
Coffee Breaks are provided.
I will be participating as:
BUSMEA Member, Invited Guest $20
BU Student Non-member $25
Non-students $40

Accommodations are available by personal
arrangement through Brandon University
Residence.
Res@BU can be contacted:
by telephone: (204) 727-7394 or 727-9761
by email: residence@brandonu.ca
Rates are:
Single Occupancy - $24/night/person
Double Occupancy - $19.95/night/person
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